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ABSTRACT

In beginning exploration in the vicinity of a suspected geothermal

system, a rapid reconnaissance electrical survey is important to locate

regions worthy of more detailed study. The electric field ratio

telluric method is a reconnaissance technique which employs a collinear

three-electrode array to measure the successive electric field ratios

along a'profile. To afford some depth discrimination, frequencies of

.05 Hz and 8 Hz, both showing large amplitudes on a natural field

spectrum, are commonly measured.

An electric field ratio telluric survey; during the summer of 1979

over the Roosevelt Hot Springs Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA)

failed to consistently delineate regions of lower resistivity

surrounding the major N-S faults which localize hot spring activity.

While each of the four profiles, measured perpendicular to the

local strike, show a signature over previously mapped major faults, the

magnitudes of response and the shapes of the curves vary in such a way

that it is difficult to locate faults definitively or even to separate

major faults from surficial lateral conductivity contrasts. Any such

contrast which reaches the surface causes significant edge effects due

to discontinuity of the horizontal perpendicular electric field;

averaging these anomalous values over a dipole length can bias the

shapes of the curves such that deeper structures are not detectable.
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Previous and more quantitative electrical surveys over the

Roosevelt Hot Springs yielded resistivity cross sections from which

relative electric field curves have been calculated and then compared

with telluric ratio field data. CSAMT data ( Sandberg and Hohmann, 1980 )

at 34, 98, 977, and 5208 Hz led to resistivity models which compare

poorly with telluric ratio field data. The comparison of field data

curves with profiles calculated from dipole-dipole resistivity models

suggests the necessity of a bedrock 1 ayer at a depth shallower than 600

meters, the depth extent of the model. Models derived from EM sounding

data in conjunction with Schlumberger sounding data show a good fit to

field data.
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Lightning discharges and current flow in the ionosphere give rise

to natural electromagnetic fields which can be used for exploring the

upper several kilometers of the earth's crust. The electric field ratio

telluric method is a qualitative, reconnaissance method applicable to

large survey areas where rapid and relatively inexpensive profiles are

desired. The telluric survey conducted during the summer of 1979 is one

of several electrical method studies done by the University of Utah over

the Roosevelt Hot Springs since 1974.

Conducting a reconnaissance survey over a region in which more

detailed studies have al ready been done yields data which can be

correlated with previous results, thus the telluric ratio technique

could be tested as a preliminary exploration tool for similar geothermal

systems.

This technique essentially concerns the measurement of

conductivity. Increased conductivity in a hydrothermal environment can

be explained by two mechanisms: electrolytic conduction which is

greater near hot springs because of higher effective porosities and

temperatures, and surface conduction which is increased in the presence

of clays due to a thin zone of cations which are attracted to the net

negative charge of the clay mineral surfaces. The lowered resistivities

result in smaller electric fields which can be measured and used to

outline a geothermal system. Active hot springs in the Basin and Range

INTRODUCTION
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Province are characterized by steeply dipping, N-S normal faults which

localize hot spring activity. Clay alteration products often parallel

these faults and may persist to several hundred meters depth ( Beyer,

1977 ).

Previous work ( Beyer, 1977 ) by Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory near

Leach Hot Springs, Nevada, showed the electric'field ratio telluric

method to be a useful technique for the initial stages of geothermal

exploration. The method successfully delineated low-resistivity

regions, with good repeatability, and the telluric data correlated well

with dipole-dipole and bipole-dipole resistivity results.

1.

0
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Previous geologic studies of the Mineral Mountains include those of

Condie ( 1960), Petersen ( 1975), Evans ( 1977), Yusas and Bruhn ( 1979),

and Nielson and others, ( 1978).

The geology of the Roosevelt Hot Springs region is dominated by

repeated volcanism and instrusions. The area is composed of one large

( 32 km by 8 km ) granitic pluton, approximately 35 m.y. old, flanked by

Cretaceous and Paleozoic sedimentary units and Precambrian metamorphics

to the West. Quaternary rhyolitic volcanics (.5 to .8 m.y.) are exposed

in the central part of the range. Although the thermal source of the

Roosevelt Hot Springs has not been determined, it has been hypothesized

( Nielson and others, 1978 ) that this most recent volcanism may indicate

the presence of an upper level magma chamber which could serve as a heat

source to the geothermal system. If such a chamber remains molten or

partially melted today, it may be electrically conductive and,

therefore, detectable by telluric or magnetotelluric electrical surveys.

The Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA is controlled by the following four

fault systems: 1 ) large-scale low-angle faults formed during the

Tertiary uplift of the Mineral Mountains, 2 ) northwest-trending fault

zones which are related to the low-angle faults, 3 ) east-west steeply

dipping faults which are thought to have formed the east-west valleys

along the western margin of the range, and 4 ) the youngest faults in the

area, the north- to northeast-trending normal faults which localize hot

GEOLOGIC SETTING
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1.

spring activity, the Opal Dome Fault being one such structure. Figure 1

is a map of previously determined fractures in the KGRA.

Of central interest to electrical surveys is the hydrothermally

altered rock in the vicinity of the Roosevelt Hot Springs. Feldspars

have been altered by acid-sulfate water and replaced by clay, muscovite,

opal and chalcedony ( Parry and others, 1978 ). Alteration reaches a

maximum depth of 2 km with clay minerals transitioning to a stable

K-feldspar regime between 200 and 400 meters depth near the Opal Dome

Fault. The granitic rocks of the Mineral Mountain pluton are weathered

to greater than 500 feet.

Subsurface information and identification of drill cuttings are

described thoroughly by Nielson and others, ( 1978). The drill hole data

show that Quaternary alluvium is underlain by Precambrian bedrock to the

west of the Opal Dome Fault, while bedrock to the east of the fault is

granitic.

6



Telluric field data were collected using a receiver designed and

constructed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory ( Beyer, 1977 ). The LBL

Mark III A Telluric Receiver includes high- and low-pass filters tunable

to .01 Hz and 1000 Hz, respectively, amplifiers with gains of 10 to

2000, and integration circuitry for handling the 8 Hz signals.

The outputs of the two-channel receiver were applied to the X and Y

inputs of an X-Y plotter. Two plotters were used: a Hewlett Packard

7035A X-Y Recorder, and a Series 2000 Omnigraphic X-Y Recorder. The

Omnigraphic recorder has sensitivity ranging from .2 mv/cm to 10 v/cm,

while the sensitivity of the Hewlett Packard ranges from .4 mv/cm to 4

v/cm. Neither device is advisable for field use because circuitry and

mechanical parts are not sufficiently shielded--dust posed a real

problem, requiring regular cleaning of gliding arm• and cables.

Non-polarizing copper-copper sulfate porous pot electrodes were

used.

FIELD INSTRUMENTS
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Using the electric field ratio telluric method, it is possible to

obtain a relative amplitude profile of the component of the electric

field in the direction of the measured traverse. To accomplish this,

three electrodes are emplaced with the center electrode common, forming

two collinear dipoles across which the time-varying electric field is

measured. The averaged instantaneous electric field from each dipole is

then amplified and filtered by the LBL receiver and used as the X and Y

inputs of an X-Y recorder.

It is important that the incident telluric field be a plane wave

over the dimensions of the survey area. Previous studies ( Srivastava,

1965 ) and good repeatability of data for other telluric surveys ( Beyer,

1977 ) has shown this assumption to be valid. The incident field for

telluric surveys can be assumed to be a downward propagating plane wave

i (Ot
having a time harmonic variation of e . The averaged electric fields

across the two dipoles are then

where

E =Eo e(iwt + el )
11

E2 =EO e(icat + el )
2

E• = wave amplitude

0 -e =e= phase difference between the two dipoles.
1

FIELD MEASUREMENTS

/

2
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The fields, El and E2, are input to the X and Y terminals of an X-Y

recorder. The plotter draws an ellipse with dimensions described by the

parameters 2El ° and 2E2', the constant maximum electric field

amplitudes, or by the useful measurements of tilt angle,$ , and

ellipticity, e, Figure 2 illustrates these parameters. The ellipse has

a negative slope because of the reversed polarity of one dipole.

Although the phase of the earth's telluric field measured

perpendicular to the strike of a two-dimensional inhomogeneity is small,

it is not necessarily zero. Tilt angle becomes progressively worse, as

an approximation of E2'/El', as ellipticity increases, and as tilt angle

deviates from +45°. Beyer (1977) has shown that for tilt angles ranging

from 15' to 75' with ellipticities less than .1, the error in measuring

tilt angle instead of E20/El•, is less than 7%. The tilt angles

measured in the field ranged from 15 ° to 70 ° and, with the exceptions of

data collected for Line_N-S, all ellipticities'were less than .07.

Measuring tilt angle therefore imposed negligible errors for determining

the relative electric fields between two dipoles.

To obtain a continuous set of relative electric field intensity

ratios, the array was leapfrogged along the survey line. A relative

amplitude profile was then obtained by successively multiplying the

station measurements together. Figure 3 shows the dipole configuration

and illustrates the method for obtaining a relative amplitude profile.

To afford some depth discrimination, two frequencies were measured,

.05 Hz ( bandpass filter setting of .03 Hz and .05 Hz ), and 8 Hz ( filter

setting of 6 Hz and 10 Hz ). ·Both frequencies show large amplitudes on a

power spectrum of the earth's electromagnetic field. The

.
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characteristics of the natural electromagnetic field, as applied to

geophysical exploration techniques, have been studied by others ( Wait,

1954; Ward, 1967 ) and will not be dealt with here.

Because no X-Y plotter can accomodate a frequency of 8 Hz, the

oscillations being too rapid for the mechanical workings of the

recorder, the signal is rectified and stored capacitively. The

resulting voltages are then used as the inputs to the X and Y terminals

of the X-Y recorder. The signal traces a line of positive slope. A

Slow capacitor discharge rate then allows the pen to reseek its origin.

The slope of the line made by the burst is equivalent to the

time-averaged electric field ratio measured over the two dipoles ( Beyer,

1977 ).

The .05 Hz data require no such circuitry manipulation. Signals

are filtered, amplified and put directly into the X and Y inputs of the

plotter, and the ellipse is traced. Figures 4 and 5 show representative

data obtained at .05 Hz and 8 Hz, respectively. The repeated 45' slopes

are calibration lines measured to insure that signals from each dipole

are amplified equally.

Figure 6 shows the location of the four profiles measured over the

Roosevelt KGRA. Line 2200, Line 4000 and Line 5950 are perpendicular or

nearly perpendicular to the dominant north-south local strike.

Wannamaker and others (1980) have shown that, over the Roosevelt

Hot Springs, resistivity contrasts can be considered to be

two-dimensional for TM-mode magnetotelluric data, which simplifies the

interpretation in that it validates the application of two-dimensional

modeling techniques.

.
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The north-south line was unusual in that good data could not be

obtained even after repeated trials over several days. It is possible

that one or several three-dimensional features near station 900 of this

line introduce a large phase difference between the two dipoles,

observed on the plotter as large ellipticity. Figure 7 shows the best

data obtained for station 1500 of Line N-S. At stations 1800 and 2100

the readings were much worse. Because only three stations could be

measured over Line N-S at each frequency, no attempt is made to

ihterpret data over this line.

Line 2200 traverses the Opal Dome Fault where surface opal,

chalcedony and siliceous sinter deposits are abundant. Thirteen

stations were measured at a dipole spacing of 300 meters.

Dipoles for Line 4000 are also spaced at 300 meters. Station 1500

of this line is approximately 100 meters directly north of drill hole

DDHlA, which provided useful information for estimating depths to

resistivity interfaces. Eleven stations were recorded. Seven stations

were measured at 600 meter dipole spacing over Line 5950.

Ellipticities measured in the field were generally small, less than

0.07, and tilt angles measured over several periods show little

variation, thus the data were repeatable. Near the end of the field

season several stations of each line were reoccupied; the results were

good, the largest deviation from the averaged previous reading being 3°.

Obtaining good data was a problem when the telluric signal was low

due to low sunspot activity, verified by listening to WWV radio

broadcasts, or when the 8-Hz signal from thunderstorms was very low,

usually a problem during the morning hours. When such conditions were

.
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observed, good 8 Hz readings could be obtained by waiting for the

occasional burst of signal. Low (.05-Hz ) signals often persisted for

several days. Under such conditions the best data possible were

recorded.

Some erratic readings were caused by wind, observed as aperiodic

bursts of signal on one dipole only, or seen on the receiver as

independent sweeps of the needles of the voltmeters. It became practice

to pile dirt on top of the dipole wires to keep the wires flat on the

ground. Except on the most windy days, the effects of the wind were

thereby avoidable.

On several occasions, due to receiver or plotter malfunction, the

calibration line would not trace over itself.

1

'
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Any information derived from telluric ratio data is' qualitative in

nature. It is not possible to determine an absolute relation between

the electric field ratios and apparent resistivities as in more

quantitative methods such as magnetotelluric or dipole-dipole

resistivity studies. Measuring only two frequencies severely limits

depth discrimination, but measuring over a larger range of frequencies

would negate the advantages of this technique - its low cost and

rapidity of data acquisition. It is not practical, then, to attempt to

derive resistivity versus depth cross sections from telluric ratio data

alone, because any resistivity model which provides a good fit would be

highly nonunique; a large number of models could show an equally good

fit. Instead, the electric field ratio profiles, drill hole data, and

the geologic map of the Roosevelt Hot Springs ( Nielson and others,

1978 ) have been used to verify known faults and fractures, to outline

alteration zones and to distinguish near-surface contrasts from deeper

structures.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the relative electric field profiles

calculated from the field data at 8 Hz and .05 Hz for Line 2200, Line

4000, and Line 5950, respectively. The location of the Opal Dome Fault

is shown on each figure.

All three lines show an increase from west to east in the electric

field and, therefore, a proportional increase in apparent resistivity.

QUALITATIVE INTERPRETATION
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Because all profiles are perpendicular to the major fault zone, the

strike component of the magnetic field in the presence of a two-dimen-

sional imhomogeneity is invariant with distance from the fault, and a

ratio of the electric fields over the two dipoles is proportional to

the ratio of the two resistivities. In fact, if the telluric intensity

were measured simultaneously on either side of a lateral two-dimen-

sional conductivity contrast, and distant from it, the ratio of the

electric field measured over the two dipoles would be equal to the

square root of the ratio of corresponding apparent resistivities.

Unfortunately, the Roosevelt Hot Springs area is characterized by

multiple lateral conductivity inhomogeneities; the curves do not reach

assymptotic values, and relative apparent resistivity ratios cannot be

calculated.

Lines 2200, 4000, and 5950 all show signatures over the Opal Dome

Fault. Each signature is different, however, and it would be

difficult, upon observation of each profile, to map the Opal Dome and

other faults without prior knowledge of their locations.

The Opal Dome Fault at Line 2200 appears to have a significant

lateral conductivity contrast which reaches the surface. This would be

necessary for the sharp "overshoot" and "undershoot" to appear in the

curves. Beyer (1977) has shown that a thin homogeneous layer at the

surface will diminish or eliminate such edge effects, which are due to

the discontinuity in the horizontal electric field at the surface.

Relative electric field curves for Line 2200 are similar for both

frequencies in the vicinity of and to the west of the Opal Dome Fault;

no lateral contrasts occur at a depth which the .05 Hz signal reaches

'
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but the 8 Hz does not. To the east, the 8 Hz data increase more

rapidly than the .05 Hz data, reaching an amplitude sixteen times

greater than the field measured at the west end of the profile. The

.05 Hz field increases to nearly six times that of the west end. For

both frequencies, the abrupt increase in the relatiye electric field

marks the general edge of the sedimentary basin and the proximity to

the exposed tertiary intrusives. It is possible that the large 8 Hz

anomaly is due to highly resistive material near the surface which is

underlain by material of lower resistivity which the 8 Hz signal does

not reach.

It is important to remember that the skin depth for such low

frequencies is quite large and the depth of burial must be significant

with respect to the skin depth in order to observe such a difference

between the 8 Hz and the .05 Hz curve. Below are shown skin depths for

both frequencies for representative resistivities.

Resistivity (ohm-meters)

1

5

10

50

100

500

Skin depth at

8 Hz (meters)

180

400

560

1260

1780

3970

Skin depth

at .05 Hz (meters)

2250

5020

7110

15890

22500

50240

Profile 4000 shows a general low of the electric field amplitude

in the region of the fault. No "overshoot" or "undershoot" is

observed, an indication that surface conductivity changes are more

gradual than those observed near Line 2200.

.
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Lowered resistivity over a geothermal system can be due to (a)

fractures in the rock causing an increase in the effective porosity,

thereby increasing the mobility of ions in a saline solution, or (b)

clay alteration which causes an increase in conductivity by surface

conduction. Ward and Sill (1976) have shown that clay in core samples

from the altered zone will reduce resistivities by a factor of 2 to 4.

Drill hole DDHlA, which is located near station 1500 of Line 4000,

has the following alteration products ( Parry and others, 1978 ):

Depth

6m -

18m -

26m -

18m

16m

32m

WATER TABLE 35m

32m 56m

56m 66m

Alteration Product

Al uni te

Alunite, kaolinite

Alunite + kaolinite

montmorillonite, kaolinite,
k-mica

montmorillonite, kaolinite,

+ 2% pyrite

Lowered resistivity due to clay alteration has been estimated to

be insignificant at 400 meters ( Ward and Sill, 1976; Parry and others,

1978 ).

The presence of montmorillonite, which has a high ion exchange

capacity ( Ward and Sill, 1976 ), and pyrite, as well as the presence of

water below the water table, should increase the mineral surface

conductivity below 35 meters to a depth no greater than 400 meters.

It is likely that brine has leaked oris leaking from the

convective hydrothermal system. The result of such leakage would be a

resistive surface layer underlain by brine-saturated alluvium. In

fact, first-separation, 1-km, dipole-dipole pseudosections have shown

.
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resistivities as low as 1 om to occur at depths of 100 meters to 300

meters well to the west of the Opal Dome Fault ( Ward and Sill, 1976 ).

The relative electric fields over Line 4000 show little difference

between the 8 Hz and .05 Hz curves, especially west of the fault. The

possibility of lowered resistivity resulting from brine leakage is not

shown by the electric field ratio telluric data. Any such interface

occurs at a depth which is too shallow to cause any difference between

the 8-Hz and .05-Hz responses.

The plot of the 8 Hz field on Line 4000 is almost identical to

that of the .05-Hz relative field, indicating that there is no large

lateral conductivity contrast below the depth of exploration of the

8 Hz signal.

The electric field curves for Line 5950 are similar in shape for

both frequencies, showing a gradual increase in the field from west to

east. The .05-Hz profile shows a more rapid increase, however, ·than

does the 8 Hz profile, which is the opposite of the responses observed

over Line 2200 and Line 4000.

The dipole lengths used for Line 5950 were twice the length used

for the other lines; any small-scale perturbations in the electric

field due to near-surface contrasts would tend to be averaged out.

Line 5950 is farther from recent hot spring activity and traverses

fewer mapped faults than does Line 4000. In the absence of such

near-surface two-dimensional structures the field changes would

naturally be more gradual . In fact, a first-separation dipole-dipole

resistivity contour map at 300 meter dipole spacings does show gentle

character north of Negro Mag Wash.

17



There is a sharp increase in the electric field near the location

of the Opal Dome Fault. It is difficult to tell from these curves

alone which side of the fault is upthrown. Because the field is

averaged over 600 meters, any "undershoot" or "overshoot" which might

give a sense of direction is smoothed out. Also, the anomaly over the

fault is only a single dipole anomaly. An interpretation of the sense

of motion or an attempt to locate faults is not possible from this

profile alone. Although 500 meters is the common electrode spacing

used for telluric ratio surveys, shorter dipole lengths give more

information about surface features; 300 meter spacings, or even shorter

intervals near faults, should therefore be maintained over a geothermal

system with large surface variations.

The differences in amplitude between the two frequencies indicate

that deeper structures are distinguishable, to some extent, from

shallow ones. At some depth beyond the penetration of the 8-Hz signal

the resistivity increases more rapidly from west to east than does the

resistivity near the surface.

0
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Calculated relative electric field curves'resulting from models

derived from dipole-dipole resistivity studies ( Ross, and others,

1981 ), controlled-source audiomagnetotelluric (CSAMT) data ( Sandberg

and Hohmann, 1980 ), ahd Schlumberger resistivity and electromagnetic

data ( Tripp, 1977 ) are compared with telluric ratio field data below.

The computer program used for calculating theoretical curves was

developed by Stodt ( 1978). It employs the finite element approach for

solution of geophysical problems governed by the two-dimensional

inhomogeneous scalar Helmholtz equation. In this case, the

electromagnetic responses of two-dimensional resistivity models were

calculated for an incident field of the transverse magnetic (TM) mode.

Because all profiles measured were perpendicular to the local strike,

only the perpendicular electric field component was necessary to

calculate relative electric field profiles.

Nutter (1979) wrote an interactive versioh of this program that

also was used.

To obtain a relative amplitude profile from the computer output,

averages of the electric field over intervals of 300 meters for

Line 2200 and Line 4000, and over intervals of 600 meters for Line 5950

were calculated, these representing the dipole lengths used in the

field. It was necessary to compute a weighted average because the

program calculates the electric field at points on a grid, the nodes

QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION
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being more closely spaced near conductivity contrasts. The averages

were Weighted by multiplying the electric field by the horizontal

distance over which the field is calculated. The averaged electric

field over a dipole was then calculated as:

E Ei Ati
i=1

E Agi

i=1

where Azi = interval length between nodes

Ei = value of electric field at a node

N = number of nodes

Electric field ratios were then successively multiplied to obtain

an electric field profile relative to the averaged field measured over

the westernmost dipole.

Beyer (1977) used a similar program and produced a catalog of

curves for various two-dimensional models. He also studied the effects

of. varying 1 ) the traverse line direction with respect to strike,

2 ) the incident electromagnetic field ellipticity, and 3 ) the

polarization direction. His curves were used when possible to estimate

the magnitudes of response and shapes of the curves expected over

various bodies.

For computation of the electromagnetic field, models are not

truncated at the edges or bottom as suggested by the model diagrams;

they extend in these respective directions for several skin depths such

that the secondary fields, due to conductivity contrasts located near

D

D

D

N

E=

N

.
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the center of the model, have become negligible at the boundaries of

the computational field. Because the only necessary calculations

involve the TM mode, it is not required to extend the air 1 ayer in a

similar manner as would have been done if the TE mode had been used.

Telluric ratio data for Line 2200 are compared with profiles

calculated from models obtained using the CSAMT method ( Sandberg and

Hohmann, 1980 ) and the dipole-dipole resistivity method ( Ross and

others, 1981 ). Field curves of Line 4000 are compared with calculated

results for models derived from dipole-dipole resistivity data ( Ross

and others, 1981 ), Schlumberger resistivity data taken along Line 350ON

( Tripp, 1977 ), and for a model derived from CSAMT data ( Sandberg and

Hohmann, 1980 ). Line 5950 is compared with curves derived from

Schlumberger resistivity models ( Tripp, 1977 ) and dipole-dipole

resistivity models ( Ross and others, 1981 ).

The models derived using the active-source methods explore

shallower depths than what might be detectable using natural source

methods at these low frequencies. In resistive ground, the electric

field ratio telluric method could potentially explore depths of 20

kilometers or more. Over a geothermal region resistivities could be as

low as several ohm-meters, but the skin depth at .05 Hz, which is 2000

meters at 1 om and 7000 m at 10 om, is still much greater than

represented by the active-source models. The models derived using

active-source methods show low resistivities, as low as 5 ohm-meters,

which persist to the bottoms of the models or 600 meters depth. It is

unlikely that such low resistivities continue to the greater depths

explored by the telluric ratio method, especially east of the Opal Dome

.
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Fault, where unaltered bedrock is estimated to begin at a depth of less

than 500 meters.

As described above, the finite element program requires that the

model extend to several skin depths below the deepest conductivity

change. It seemed likely that such shallow models would not provide a

valid means of comparison with telluric ratio data. To test the effect

of vertical conductivity contrasts below the deepest lateral change, a

300 ohm-meter layer representing bedrock was added to dipole-dipole

resistivity models at 600 meters for Line 2200 and Line 5950 and at

450 meters for Line 4000. Figures 11 and 12 compare the fields

resulting from the original models and the modified models for Lines

4000 and 5950. Relative profiles for Line 2200 showed similar results.

It appears that the electric field ratio for any model will not be

greatly affected by the addition of any layered resistivity contrast

beneath the deepest previously modeled structure.

Because the resistivity cross sections are modeled to a maximum

depth of 600 meters and because the electrical field ratio telluric

method could potentially explore much greater depths, it is important

to consider the effect on the relative electric field plots of a 2-D

inhomogeneity at depths greater than 600 meters. A lateral

conductivity contrast at such depths could be due to faults or possibly

to lowered resistivities of a partial melt.

Beyer (1977) has shown that a vertical resistive body of large

depth extent will yield a larger anomaly than a horizontal resistive

body of large lateral extent; the vertical body poses a larger

obstruction to horizontal current flow. The Opal Dome Fault in the

.
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dipole-dipole model for Line 2200 ( Figure 14 ) is represented as a

vertical contact between resistive ( 100 ohm-meters ) material to the

east of station 1500 and conductive ( 20 ohm-mdters ) material to the

west. To be compatible with the finite element solution, the contact

extends several skin depths below the deepest horizontal resistivity

contrast. The .05 Hz signal sees, because of its large skin depth, a

resistive block of vertical dimensions extending much deeper than 600

meters, and a large anomaly at .05 Hz might be expected. Modifying the

model by adding the horizontal bedrock layer at 600 meters effectively

truncates the vertical block but does not significantly change the

relative field plot. This indicates that the telluric ratio method,

when used in a complex geoelectrical environment, is not sensitive to

lateral conductivity changes at depth greater than the depths

represented by the models.

Although the skin depth at .05 Hz is large, the depth of

exploration might be much shallower and may not permit detection of

lowered resistivities accompanying a partial melt. Wannamaker and

others (1980) conclude that the near-surface contrasts mask the deeper

structures.

The ability of the electric field ratio telluric method to detect

a possible melt near the Roosevelt Hot Springs depends upon the depth

and size of the associated low-resistivity zone, its conductivity, and

the surrounding resistivities.

The upper boundary of the thermal source has been estimated to be

between 2 km ( Wannamaker and others, 1980 ) and 5 km ( Ward and Sill,

1976 ) with resistivities of a 700'C rhyolitic melt between 5 om and 100

.
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Am ( Wannamaker and others, 1980 ). The largest resistivities for

surrounding bedrock expected in the Basin and Range Province at depths

between 2 and 5 km is 500 nm ( Brace, 1971 ). The probable resistivity

contrasts between the country rock and a partial melt could then lie

between 100:1 and 3:1. The estimated largest anomaly would therefore

be a large conductive block at 100:1 contrast buried 2 km.

Beyer (1977) modeled a massive conductive body of 2-km vertical

dimension and 4-km horizontal dimension at a depth of 2 km within a

homogeneous half-space. The conductivity contrast was 100:1. Relative

electric field profiles calculated from this model are a reasonable

estimate of the largest possible anomaly arising from a partial melt

beneath the Roosevelt Hot Springs. The minimum relative electric field

amplitude resulting from this model is .45 relative to a background

level of 1. This is a small anomaly in comparison with anomalies

arising from surface features, and it is likely that shallow features

would indeed mask deeper ones. Also the anomalous amplitudes due to a

body at depth near the Roosevelt Hot Springs could be greatly reduced

by the overlying conductivity 1 ayer resulting from brine-saturated

alluvium or could be shielded by a resistive steam zone ( Ward and Sill,

1976; Wannamaker and others, 1980 ).

Beyer showed that conductive bodies with large lateral extent

yield much larger anomalies, because of coupling with telluric current,

than those which are of large vertical extent. Determining the lower

boundary of a conductive zone is, therefore, not as important as the

lateral extent.

D

D

D

D

D
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No estimates of the horizontal extent of a potential thermal

source have been made, but the surface expression 'would cover large

horizontal distances, larger than the distances covered by the telluric

ratio profiles. The .05 Hz calculated relative electric field plots

could show a portion of the response due to a partial melt but it would

be difficult to quantify, and shallow model comparisons, while useful

for interpreting near-surface structures, will not aid much in the

delineation of a thermal source. Any interpretation regarding the

location of a partial melt using telluric ratio data alone is

speculative at best.

Figure 13 shows a representative plot of the electric field values

as output from the finite element program before averages were taken

over the dipole lengths and ratios were made. 'Comparing the plots with

the model cross section clearly points out the bias imposed on deeper

structures because of surface contrasts. 'The sharp increases or

decreases in the curves which coincide with surface conductivity

changes would substantially raise or lower the weighted averages taken

over dipoles containing such lateral contrasts. The effect due to the

surface discontinuity is about the same at each frequency.

Line 2200

Figure 14 shows the dipole-dipole resistivity model for Line 2200

designed by Ross and others ( 1981). Figures 15 and 16 show a

comparison between electric field ratio profiles calculated from this

model and the field data profiles for .05 Hz and 8 Hz, respectively.

The original model was obtained by correlating resistivity

pseudosectiohs, resistivity contour maps, geologic maps and drill hole

D

D

.

/
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data, after which adjustments were made to the model until calculated

resistivity pseudosections sufficiently matched the observed

resistivity pseudosections ( Ross and others, 1981 ).

The theoretical electric field ratio plots show a reasonable fit

to field data near the western end of Line 2200. The field data

profile shows only small variations in the relative electric field, an

indication of no large-magnitude surface contrasts.

The 100 nm block east of station 1500 is detected by the .05-Hz

signal causing a general increase from west to east in the relative

electric field plot. Due to attenuation, the 8-Hz field does not show

such an increase.

A lateral contrast of large magnitude which reaches the surface,

the 100 ohm-meter block east of station 3000, does show a large anomaly

for both .05 Hz and 8 Hz, the fields increasing by four times between

stations 2700 and 3000 for both frequencies. This modeled block

compares well with .05 Hz field data but fits the 8 Hz data poorly.

The 8 Hz relative field computed from the model does not increase

nearly as rapidly as the 8 Hz field data. The near-surface

resistivities must therefore increase from west to east more rapidly

than is shown by the model. Because a more extreme increase in surface

resistivities would also affect the .05 Hz response, it is not possible

to predict a unique resistivity structure which would better fit both

the 8 Hz and .05 field data.

The "overshoot" and "undershoot" seen in the field data over the

Opal Dome Fault are not seen in the curves resulting from the model,

indicating that the surface resistivity contrast might be larger than
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that modeled. The 100 ohm-meter block modeled near station 3000 does

appear to cause edge effects, observed as a decrease in the electric

field ratio as the contact is approached from the conductive side

resulting from a downward component of current flow into the resistive

medium.

Field data for Line 2200 are compared with theoretical curves

calculated from a model derived using CSAMT data ( Sandberg and Hohmann,

1980 ). Connecting one-dimensional MT inversion results of the CSAMT TM

mode data at each station along Line 2200 yielded a two-dimensional

resistivity model which was then revised by applying the aforementioned

two-dimensional finite element program and adjusting the model to fit

the CSAMT field data. Figure 19 shows the resulting model. Figures 17

and 18 compare the relative electric field amplitude plots calculated

from this model for .05 Hz and 8 Hz, respectively, with the telluric

ratio field data.

The 300 ohm-meter block modeled at 155 m depth just west of the

Opal Mound Fault is detected easily by the .05 Hz data and causes a

large anomaly, much larger than that observed in the field. The

modeled 8 Hz anomaly is much smaller, due to attenuation.

Sandberg incorporated a gravity interpretation ( Crebs, 1976 ) which

shows a 230 m wide bedrock horst buried at 30 m representing the

upthrown block to the west of the Opal Dome Fault, and interpreted

slightly increased apparent resistivity measured at the lowest

frequency of 32 Hz to model the bedrock block. A resistivity of 300

ohm-meters was used to coincide with the bedrock resistivity modeled

for Line 4000.
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The resistive structure modeled from dipole-dipole resistivity

data, a 100 ohm-meter block buried at 300 m, fits the telluric ratio

data better than the 300 ohm-meter block buried at 155 m modeled from

CSAMT data. This is not surprising when the depths of exploration for

both methods are considered. The skin depth in 10 ohm-meter material

at 32 Hz is only 280 m and Sandberg found, using sensitivity tests,

that the depth of exploration is less than a skin depth, while the

dipole-dipole technique at n=4 has a depth of exploration of

approximately 400 meters. The skin depth at .05 Hz for a 10 ohm-meter

material is 7100 m.

Based on telluric ratio results, the 100 ohm-meter block at 300 m

depth is a better representation of the deep structure near the Opal

Dome Fault than the resistive block modeled from CSAMT data.

The CSAMT model contains a sharp increase in resistivity east of

station 2400 which is similar to the contrast modeled by the dipole-

dipole data. Neither model reflects the large observed anomaly. A

better fit to field data might be obtained by modeling a larger surface

contrast underlain by a block of lower resistivity. However, the block

of lower resistivity must be buried deep enough that attenuation

lessens the 8 Hz response to the conductive block. Such a model would

yield an anomaly which is larger at 8 Hz than at .05 Hz. The skin

depth at 8 Hz for 10 nm material, the lowest resistivity at the east

end of the profile, is 360 meters and the skin depth for 200 nm

material, the highest modeled resistivity, is 12,550 meters. A

conductive block buried below 12,550 meters would lower the .05 Hz

response while not changing the 8 Hz amplitude. The effect on the 8 Hz

curve would probably be minimal at depths much greater than 360 meters.
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The depth extent of the model is only 270 meters.

Line 4000

The models derived for Line 4000 from Schlumberger and

electromagnetic sounding data ( Tripp, 1977 ), CSAMT data ( Sandberg and

Hohmann, 1980 ) and dipole-dipole resistivity data ( Ross and others,

1981 ) are shown in Figures 20, 25, and 26, respectively. Calculated

relative electric field curves from these models are compared with 8 Hz

and .05 Hz field data below.

The Schlumberger-EM model was designed using one-dimensional

inversion results of both EM data and Schlumberger data. The

resistivity of the basement was constrained to 300 ohm-meters. Due to

the lack of Schlumberger soundings east of station 2400, the model was

designed to be compatible with a previous dipole-dipole model ( Ward and

Sill, 1976 ).

The relative electric field curves calculated using the EM-

Schlumberger resistivity model correlate.better with telluric ratio

field data than either the curves derived from CSAMT model or the

dipole-dipole resistivity model. The relative electric field profile

calculated using the CSAMT data does not compare well with the field

data. Because the CSAMT study used higher frequencies than those

measured in the telluric ratio survey, a good comparison may not be a

reasonable expectation.

All three cross sections model a conductive unit with resistive

overburden to the west end of the profile. The conductive material,

which represents lowered resistivity resulting from brine leakage away

from the convective hydrothermal system, is not distinguishable by

electric field ratio telluric methods. The 8 Hz and .05 Hz field data
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were nearly identical west of the Opal Dome Fault, again showing the

minimal role of skin effect attenuation at such shallow depths.

The theoretical curves derived from Schlumberger resistivity

soundings show excellent comparison with telluric ratio profiles

( Figures 21 and 22 ), the only significant deviation from field data

being at the east end of the line for 8 Hz. The 8-Hz field curve shows

a larger increase to the east than does the calculated curve. By

bringing the 300 ohm-meter block modeled east of the fault nearer to

the surface, a better fit would be made with the electric field ratio

telluric data.

The CSAMT model compares fairly well over the fault and to the

west of the fault for both frequencies, but provides a bad fit to the

east ( Figures 23 and 24 ). Sandberg states that resolution at lower

frequencies was poor and, although he does show a 200 ohm-meter block

at the easternmost end of his model, the telluric ratio data suggest

that a resistive structure is needed west of the 200 ohm-meter block.

The dipole-dipole resistivity cross section does not model

bedrock, represented as 300 nm material. The poor fit for both

frequencies at both the west and east ends of the profile ( Figures 27

and 28 ) can be explained by the absence of resistive material. The

fact that the Schlumberger resistivity models provide such a good fit

to telluric profiles for both frequencies indicates that a resistive

structure at depth is needed.

Line 5950

Relative electric field profiles calculated from field data are

compared with theoretical profiles derived from a dipole-dipole model,
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( Ross and others, 1981 ) shown in Figure 31, and a Schlumberger-EM

sounding model shown in Figure 32.

The calculation relative electric field from the dipole-dipole

model compares poorly with field results as seen in Figures 29 and 30.

The large relative magnitude shown in the theoretical profiles at

station 2400 is not present in the field data curves. The anomalous

magnitude at station 2400 and the increase in the electric field east of

station 3600 are shown at both frequencies but are more pronounced at

.05 Hz. Except for the 100 ohm-meter material toward the eastern end of

the profile and the 150 ohm-meter shallow block between stations 000 and

2400, the modeled resistivities are low, the largest portion of the

geoelectric section having resistivities below 20 ohm-meters. The skin

depth for 20 ohm-meter material at .05 Hz is 10.1 km, and at 8 Hz it is

0.79 km. Theoretical anomalies are probably smaller at 8 Hz because of

attenuation of the 8 Hz field. The general trend of the calculated

curves is quite different from the observed relative fields, theoretical

curves increasing as the observed curves decrease and vice versa.

A dipole length of 500 meters is a common electrode spacing used in

the field ( Beyer, 1977 ). To achieve greater resolution, 300 meter

spacings were used for Line 2200 and Line 4000. To cover more ground in

less time, 600 meter spacings were used for Line 5950. Longer dipole

lengths will average out many of the edge effects due to minor lateral

surface discontinuities. For this reason and for greater efficiency,

500 or 600 meter dipole lengths are adequate if deeo large-magnitude

structures are the exploration target. If information about the surface

character of a geothermal system is desired, a spacing of 250 to 300

meters is necessary.
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A comparison between field data curves for Line 5950 and curves

resulting from Schlumberger and EM data will be discussed very briefly.

Figures 33 and 34 show the theoretical and observed profiles resulting

from the model shown in Figure 32. The entire model designed by Tripp

is contained within three dipole lengths of the. telluric ratio profile.

Tripp's survey of Line 5950 was more detailed, covering one-third the

horizontal distance covered by the telluric survey. The relative field

profiles calculated from the Schlumberger model fit the field data

slightly better than the curves resulting from the dipole-dipole model.

The general trend is the same, but the relative field magnitudes near

the Opal Dome Fault are larger for the theoretical curves than those

observed in the field.
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If the electric field ratio telluric method is used as a

reconnaissance tool, interpretations based on this method alone should

be qualitative only. Depth discrimination is very limited down to the

lowest frequency due to the bias imposed by surface conductivity

contrasts. It is doubtful that a thermal source at a depth of 2 km or

greater could be detected in a geothermal system usually characterized

by a complex geoelectric section containing large lateral surface

conductivity contrasts.

The technique does give the general expression of the near-surface

conductivity changes over the Roosevel t Hot Springs. Line 4000 shows a

broad but distinctive resistivity low near the Opal Dome Fault, which

would be adequate evidence to recommend more extensive studies. Line

2200 shows a signature over the same faul t, seen as an "overshoot" and

"undershoot" on the relative electric field profile, but the data would

be difficult to interpret without prior knowledge of the surrounding

structures. Profiles over Line 5950 increase from west to east,

possibly tracing a rough image of the sedimentary basin.

The electric field telluric ratio method should be restricted to

large survey areas where large anomalies are expected, and where there

are no major non-surface lateral resistivity changes done to features

other than geothermal manifestations. The Basin and Range Province is

not such a place.

CONCLUSIONS
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Figure 1. Map of previously interpreted fractures showing the

locations of drill holes and geothermal wells.

Figure 2. An electric field ratio ellipse as displayed on the

X-Y recorder. El and E2 are constant maximum electric

field amplitudes. T is the tilt angle, 6 is the

ellipticity, and $ is the angle, whose tangent is E2/El·

( The figure is taken directly from Beyer, 1977.)

Figure 3. Illustration of the dipole configuration used in the

field and a sample relative electric field profile.

Figure 4. Representation of .05 Hz field data.

Figure 5. Representation of 8 Hz field data.

Figure 6. The locations of the four profiles measured over the

Roosevelt Hot Springs KGRA.

Figure 7. The best data obtained along Line N-S.

Figure 8. The relative electric field calculated from field

data over Line 2200. Both 8 Hz and .05 Hz data are

shown.

Figure 9. The relative electric field calculated from field

data over Line 4000. Both 8 Hz and .05 Hz data are

shown.

Figure 10. The relative electric field calculated from field data

over Line 5950. Both 8 Hz and .05 Hz data are shown.

Figure 11. A comparison between calculated relative electric fields

resulting from the model shown in Figure 26 and the

relative field due to the same model with the addition

of a 300 ohm-meter bedrock layer at 450 meters.
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Figure 13.

Figure 14.

Figure 15.

Figure 16.

Figure 17.

Figure 18.

Figure 19.

Figure 20.

12. A comparison between calculated relative electric

fields resulting from the model shown in Figure 31 and

the relative field due to the same model with

the addition of a 300 ohm-meter.bedrock 1 ayer at 600

meters.

The electric field ( not averaged ) calculated

from the model in Figure 14.

Two-dimensional resistivity model derived from

dipole-dipole sounding-profiling data along Line 2200

( from Ross et al., 1981 ). Resistivities are in

ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 4:1.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

2200 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from dipole-dipole

data. The frequency is .05 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

2200 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from dipole-dipole

data. The frequency is 8 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

2200 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from CSAMT data.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

2200 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from CSAMT data. The

frequency is 8 Hz.

Resistivity model from CSAMT data along Line 2200 ( from

Sandberg and Hohmann, 1980 ). Block resistivities are in

ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 5:1.

Resistivity model for Schlumberger soundings

along Line 3500 ( from Tripp, 1977 ). Block resistivities

are in ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 4:1.

Figure
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Figure

Figure 22.

21. A comparison between the field data profile over

Line 4000 resulting from the model derived from

Schlumberger resistivity data. The frequency is .05 Hz.

Figure 23.'

Figure 24.

Figure 25.

Figure 26.

Figure 27.

Figure 28.

Figure 29.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

4000 resulting from the model derived from Schlumberger

resistivity data. The frequency is 8 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

4000 and the calculated curves resulting from the model

derived from CSAMT data. The frequency is .05 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

4000 and the calculated curves resulting from the model

derived from CSAMT data. The frequency is 8 Hz.

Resistivity model from CSAMT data along Line 4000 ( from

Sandberg and Hohmann, 1980 ). Block resistivities are in

ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 5:1.

Two-dimensional resistivity model derived from

dipole-dipole sounding-profiling data along line 4000

( from Ross et al., 1981 ). Resistivities are in

ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 5:1.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

4000 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from dipole-dipole

data. The frequency is .05 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile over Line

4000 and the calculated relative electric field curves

resulting from the model derived from dipole-dipole

data. The frequency is 8 Hz.

A comparison between the field data profile

over Line 5950 and the calculated relative electric

field curves resulting from the model derived from

dipole-dipole data. The frequency is .05 Hz.
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Figure 30. A comparison between the field data profile over

Line 5950 and the calculated relative electric field

curves resulting from the model derived from

dipole-dipole data. The frequency is 8 Hz.

Figure 31. Two-dimensional resistivity model derived from

dipole-dipole sounding-profiling data along Line 5950

( from Ross et al., 1981 ). Resistivities are in

ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 5:1.

Figure 32. Resistivity model for Schlumberger soundings along

Line 5950 ( from Tripp, 1977 ). Block resistivities are

in ohm-meters. The vertical exaggeration is 4:1.

Figure 33. A comparison between the field data profile

over Line 5950 and the calculated relative field curves

resulting from the model derived from Schlumberger

resistivity data. The frequency is .05 Hz.

Figure 34. A comparison between the field data profile over

Line 5950 and the calculated relative electric field

curves resulting from the model derived using

Schlumberger resistivity and EM data. The frequency is

8 Hz.
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